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Abstract—The number of news produced every day is as much as 3 million per day, making readers have many choices in choosing news according to each reader's topic and category preferences. The recommendation system can make it easier for users to choose the news to read. The method that can be used in providing recommendations from the same user is collaborative filtering. Neural collaborative filtering is usually being used for recommendation systems by combining collaborative filtering with neural networks. However, this method has the disadvantage of recommending the similarity of news content such as news titles and content to users. This research wants to develop neural collaborative filtering using sentences BERT. Sentence BERT is applied to news titles and news contents that are converted into sentence embedding. The results of this sentence embedding are used in neural collaboration with item id, user id, and news category. We use a Microsoft news dataset of 50,000 users and 51,282 news, with 5,475,542 interactions between users and news. The evaluation carried out in this study uses precision, recall, and ROC curves to predict news clicks by the user. Another evaluation uses a hit ratio with the leave one out method. The evaluation results obtained a precision value of 99.14%, recall of 92.48%, f1-score of 95.69%, and ROC score of 98%. Evaluation measurement using the hit ratio@10 produces a hit ratio of 74% at fiftieth epochs for neural collaborative with sentence BERT which is better than neural collaborative filtering (NCF) and NCF with news category.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information technology has an incredibly significant role in everyday life. The role of information technology has attracted the attention of experts and researchers because the number of internets and social media users has increased from year to year. In January 2021, the Global digital population has 4.66 billion active internet users, which takes around 59.5 percent of the global population. The number of active internet users who access the internet via mobile phones is around 93.2 percent, or around 4.32 billion active internet users [1].

The online news portal The Wall Street Journal has an average circulation of close to 3 million per day. The data used is the news portal The Wall Street Journal, which focuses on business, economics, and politics. Data from 2018 to 2020 shows that there are 754,000 newspapers printed every day, and online readership reaches 2.26 million people [2]. This large number of online visitors would be assisted in selecting the desired news with a news recommendation system to assist in providing certain news recommendations.

There are two types of recommendation systems commonly used, namely Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-Based Filtering (CBF). Both recommendation systems are used depending on the design used to recommend items to the user. Collaborative filtering recommends something to a user based on the interests and preferences of other users who have the same preferences. Collaborative filtering has drawbacks. The data has a high sparsity because the user cannot ratio all items if there are a lot of them. Content-based filtering provides new recommendations based on content in providing recommendations. For example, there are titles, categories, and news content in the news. This recommendation system provides recommendations on the user's suitability with the content that the item has. Content-based filtering has a weakness for providing unexpected recommendations such as news content categories that users have previously read.
Collaborative filtering usually uses a neural collaborative method, but this method has a disadvantage in capturing the user preferences from the category and item content. Therefore, this study implements a sentence BERT in neural collaborative filtering that recommends based on the content of item too likes news title and news body.

A. Related works

Related Works consist of three parts: recommendation system with content-based filtering, recommendation system with collaborative filtering, and hybrid recommender system that combines both content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. Putri et al. [3] researched a recommendation system for exclusive pen products using content-based filtering in 2019. This study used 258 product codes, consisting of eight categories and thirty-three keywords. The method used in this research is TF-IDF weighting. This study used nine parameters: price, gender, clip color, usability, name carving, body, age, color, and occupation. The evaluation used in this research is 100 system test data and interviews and a questionnaire. The accuracy obtained from this study is 96.5% of data collection from 61 women and 39 men.

Noorhidayah et al. [4] researched news recommendations using TF-IDF weighting and cosine similarity in 2019. The dataset used in this research is the news dataset from the Radar Banjarmasin website. The data set was collected from 50 news data from January to March 2018. The evaluation carried out in this study was that the precision achieved in this study was 76%.

Wahyudi et al. [5] studied recommendation systems in hotels using content-based filtering in 2017. This study uses the features of the category as well as the city. The dataset used is the Kaggle dataset which consists of 10,000 lines. The evaluation obtained was a precision of 88.9%, an accuracy of 85%, and a recall of 80%.

Abraham et al. [6] researched news recommendation systems using the KNN method in 2017. The dataset used is news with three categories: political news, international news, and business economic news. In this study, an evaluation was carried out using RMSE. The results of the study obtained an RMSE value of 14%. After several iterations, the researcher found articles with recommendations that did not meet the specified KNN method limits requirements.

Nastiti [7] researched implementing a content-based filtering recommendation system in food crops in 2020. The data used in this research is 1000 agricultural land data consisting of the following information: farmer groups, types of food crops, varieties, planting dates, harvest dates, location (longitude, latitude), yields. The evaluation measure compares farmer groups that are relevant to traders, namely farmer groups selected by traders with farmer groups as a result of system recommendations. Evaluation of 10 profiles with 15 recommendations from the top farmer groups obtained an average precision of 78.40%.

Kusuma et al. [8] researched the recommendation system in selecting a special thesis topic for the Computer Science department at Gadjah Mada University in 2021. The datasets used in this study are datasets from lecturers' publications in the last three years and the UGM Computer Science course syllabus. From the dataset used, the word embedding was carried out using TFIDF, and similarity measurements were carried out using Euclidian distance. The evaluation carried out in this study is to measure the accuracy of the questionnaire with four aspects, namely relevance 77.33%, novelty 90.67%, serendipity 80%, and increasing recommendation diversity 84% of the data from the questionnaire given to respondents. In addition, time measurements were also carried out in displaying recommendations, with an average time of 7.26 seconds.

Parwita et al. [9] conducted research on content-based filtering that focused on testing accuracy in 2019. The recommendations given are supervisors based on published data that previous lecturers have done. This study focuses on the use of stop words to see the effect of using stop words and not using stop words on the evaluation values of precision, recall, and f-measure. Experiments also use a minimum similarity of 5% to 45%. This study concludes that the value of the recommendation system with the stop word removal process is still superior to the recommendation system without the stop word removal process.

Girsang et al. [10] researched recommendation system journalists for getting top news based on Twitter with content-based filtering in 2019. The data used in this recommendation system is comment tweets for users and search by similarity. The similarity is measured with cosine similarity. The group is formed when the cosine similarity scores more than 0.7. Data training use 24,583 records with ten categories. The method uses SVM for the classification category. The accuracy classification is 80% in this research.

B. Recommendation System with Collaborative Filtering

Wang et al. [11] conducted item-based collaborative filtering research using BERT in 2020. This research was conducted on an e-commerce case study by an employee of eBay. The data used were 8 million pairs of items. The feature used in this research is the name of the product from eBay. The data used were 8 million pairs of items. The feature used in this research is the name of the product from eBay. The accuracy obtained is 10% precision @ 10 is 0.079 and recall @ 10 is 0.791.

Girsang et al. [12] conducted research on anime film recommendations with collaborative filtering in 2020. The dataset used is a general dataset from Kaggle, consisting of 73,516 users and 12,294 movie titles. This study uses the alternating least squares method and obtains the root mean square error of 2.53. This research has the advantage of being able to provide movie recommendations to a user on the recommendations of other similar users.

Prayogo et al. [13] conducted research on the movie lens rating dataset using collaborative filtering in 2020. The dataset used is movie lens data which consists of 100,000 ratings by 610 users on 9742 films. This collaborative filtering method would predict the rating with Matrix Factorization and K-Nearest Neighbor. The evaluation used in this research is using MAE and RMSE. The Matrix Factorization method obtained MAE = 0.6371 and RMSE = 0.8305, while the K-Nearest Neighbor method obtained MAE = 0.6742 and RMSE = 0.8863. So this study shows the results of Matrix Factorization are better than K-Nearest Neighbor.

Yulian et al. [14] conducted research on correlation-based similarity without using a rating in 2015. The dataset used in this study is news which does not have a rating. News would be labeled 1 if read and 0 if not read. So that a special correlation-based similarity formula was changed by using...
binary numbers. The result of the evaluation in this study is the speed of computing. The new formula for specific correlation-based similarity gets faster times than the general correlation-based similarity formula.

Priyono et al. [15] conducted research on recommendation systems using collaborative filtering and a priori algorithms in 2017. The dataset used is tourism data in Yogyakarta based on the rating given. The evaluation carried out in this study was by using precision and recall. This study's precision and recall ranged from 60% to 67% of the ten recommended tourism items.

Kurniawan et al. [16] conducted research on a recommendation system on shoe products using collaborative filtering in 2016. The dataset used in this study is a dataset of 6 users who give a rating to 6 shoes. The similarity of each item is measured by using the adjusted cosine similarity of items. Evaluation in this study using MAE and obtained a value of 0.9568.

Muliadi et al. [17] conducted research on a recommendation system for places to eat using the Typicality Based Collaborative Filtering Algorithm in 2019. The dataset used in this study is the distance from the user to the nearest food stall by using the google maps API and also using the rating from the user to the restaurant the user has visited and rated this distance data is used a weighting in determining the similarity of each user and also performs rating prediction of each user. The evaluation result of this research is using the mean absolute error with a value of 1.366. The error value in this study is still high because the data sparsity is still high where there are still many users who have not researched the item

Salakhutdinov et al. [18] conducted research on a film recommendation system using Collaborative Filtering in 2007. This research develops on collaborative filtering, which is not good for large datasets. So this research uses a neural network in the form of two-layer undirected graphical models called Restricted Boltzmann Machines. The dataset used is 100 million user/movie ratings data which can beat the current Netflix system with an error ratio of 6% better than SVD models, which lower RMSE by 0.005 from 0.9514.

Indriawan et al. [19] conducted research on the sale of agricultural products using item-based collaborative filtering in 2020. The dataset used is agricultural products displayed on the mobile application. This research focuses on the development of mobile applications where the user can rate each item. Recommendations are given from cosine similarity and recommend items with a similarity level above the similarity value of 0.7.

C. Recommendation System with Hybrid Method

Wairegi and the team conducted research on a dataset of articles obtained in Kaggle using a hybrid approach method that combines content-based and collaborative filtering in 2020 [20]. The results obtained by the hybrid method have a recall performance of 0.54, so it is better than the collaborative filtering method with a value of 0.47 or content-based with a value of 0.5.

Wijaya et al. [21] conducted research on a recommendation system for laptop sales using a hybrid consisting of collaborative filtering and content-based filtering in 2018. Collaborative filtering uses item ratings, while content-based filtering uses item names and uses the TF-IDF method. The evaluation in this study focuses on the execution time of the recommendation system. The result obtained is that content-based filtering has a faster execution time than collaborative filtering and mixed hybrid

Liu et al. [22] conducted research by combining content-based filtering and restricted Boltz man-machine in 2014. This study uses features in the form of demographic information and item categories. However, it is not mentioned in the content-based research using tf-idf or word2vec. Naive Bayes is used to filling in the blank data from the user-item rating matrix. The results obtained using the movie dataset are obtained a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 0.674.

Fitrianti et al. [23] researched a scientific article recommendation system by combining content-based and collaborative filtering in 2020. The dataset used in this study is a dataset of 100 articles that are entered into the website. Testing and evaluation in this study involved 35 users. After using the recommendation system, everyone would do a rating. The data is then divided into 60 training and 40 testing data. The evaluation was carried out using the mean absolute error, and the result was 0.85.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

The research method used in this research is to use neural collaborative filtering for implicit data [24]. This research develops neural collaborative filtering using news content such as news titles, news categories, and news content. In the news titles and news categories, sentence embedding is carried out using the BERT sentence [25] before entering the neural collaborative architecture. As for the user id, item id, and category would enter neural collaborative filtering after embedding it into a latent factor.

Sentence BERT (SBERT) is a modification of BERT using Siamese and triplet networks. Sentence BERT is typically used for large-scale semantic similarity comparison, clustering, and information retrieval via semantic search. The Siamese network of SBERT creates fixed-sized vectors for input sentences can be derived. SBERT can compute sentence embeddings in 5 seconds and compute with cosine similarity in 0.01 seconds to find 10,000 similar sentence pairs, while BERT takes 65 hours.

The SBERT model adds a pooling operation from the BERT output to derive a fixed-sized sentence embedding. The pooling used in the BERT sentence is MEAN pooling. The architecture of sentence BERT is shown in Figure 1. In this study, we did not see the similarity between the two sentences. However, we look at the mean pooling stage of the BERT sentence so that the resulting output is a sentence embedding from the mean pooling results.

![Fig. 1 SBERT architecture for similarity scores.](image)
Sentence BERT has various pre-trained models and has tested the performance and processing time of 5 tasks, including the STS benchmark test set, duplicate question test set from Quora and Sprint, Tweet paraphrase test set, and similar scientific publications. This study used a pre-trained model with the highest average performance, called paraphrase-mpnet-base-v2. The other option to choose a model with faster processing and high quality is the pre-trained model paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2. The results of the comparison of models can be seen in Table I.

| TABLE I |
| NEURAL COLLABORATIVE + SBERT ARCHITECTURE |
|---|---|
| Speed | 2800 | 14200 |
| Average | 76.84 | 74.81 |

In the user dataset, there is data on user interactions with items. If there is interaction from the user with the item, then the interaction has a value of one. Meanwhile, if there is no interaction, then the interaction value is 0. User and item interaction is symbolized by \( y \), which is shown in equation 1.

\[
y = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if interaction } \text{(user, item)} \text{ is observed;} \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

The value of one from \( y \) means an interaction between user and item, but it does not mean user likes item. Likewise, a value of 0 does not mean the user does not like the item because it can mean that the user is unaware of the item and interacts with it.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the output of one layer would be the input of the next layer. In this neural collaborative with Sentence BERT method using three feature vectors and one-sentence embedding, such as user latent vector, item latent vector, and category latent vector, the transformation has been carried out into a binary sparse vector one-hot encoding. The sentence embedding used is the BERT sentence in the title and content of the news.

The data used in this study consist of 49,981 users and 47,313 news, with 5,475,542 interactions between users and news. Before the data can be trained evaluated, there are some pre-processing data for each evaluation metric. Evaluation metric precision, recall, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) would use label 1 for observed interaction and 0 for unobserved interaction. The data would be split into eighty percent for training and twenty percent for testing. The amount of training data used is 4,380,434 data, and testing data uses 1,095,108 data. Neural collaboration with sentence neural architecture called the collaborative filtering layer to map latent vectors to produce score prediction results. Each layer of neural collaborative filtering can be customized to find the latent structure of user-item interactions. We used three connected layers that connect from the first fully connected layer to the third fully connected layer. The architecture combination of a neural collaborative with the embedding of news categories and sentence embedding on the title and news content with SBERT is shown in Figure 3.

Probabilistic treatment for neural collaboration with sentences BERT makes recommendations with implicit feedback using a binary classification problem. For negative instances, samples are usually taken from unobserved interactions. The number of ratio comparisons between the observed ratios varies depending on the researcher. The number of comparisons shows results that start well from one observed interaction compared to four unobserved interactions. This study used four unobserved interactions.

The model has hyperparameters that can be set, such as batch size, epochs, learning ratio, and optimizer. In this study, the model uses linear regression, and the loss function is mean square error. In this study, we use batch size = 512, epochs = 5, learning ratio = 0.01, and ADAM optimizer. The neural collaborative architecture used in this study is shown in Table II.

| TABLE II |
| NEURAL COLLABORATIVE + SBERT ARCHITECTURE |
|---|---|---|
| Name | Type | Params |
| 1 | user embedding | Embedding | 799.0k |
| 2 | Item embedding | Embedding | 757.0k |
| 3 | Item cat embedding | Embedding | 272 |
| 4 | Fc1 | Linear | 104.0k |
| 5 | Fc2 | Linear | 8.3k |
| 6 | Fc3 | Linear | 2.1k |
| 7 | Output | Linear | 33 |

Fig. 2 Neural Collaborative with SBERT Research Flow

Fig. 3 Neural Collaborative with SBERT Architecture
BERT would predict the interaction user for each item and evaluate it with the testing label. Figure 2 shows the training and evaluation process using precision, recall, F1-score, and ROC. The data would be split into ratios for each observed’s hit ratio evaluation metric. There would be four unobserved items in the training step. The train data and test data use leave one out cross-validation. We choose the latest news user to interact with the user in this case. To evaluate hit ratio @10 in testing data, each user randomly selects 99 items that the user has not interacted with or called unobserved items. Then these 99 items combine with the test items, and then there would be 100 items. After that, the model runs on these 100 items and ranks them to their predicted probabilities. After that, only the top 10 items are selected, and if the test item is in the top 10 items, which means a hit.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The recommendation system has several evaluation techniques depending on the data generated by user interactions with items. The resulting data can be in the form of implicit data and explicit data. Implicit data is binary data with a value of 1 or 0, where 1 symbolizes the interaction between users and items such as reading, viewing, etc. 0 represents no interaction from the user with the item. While explicit data is data taken directly from users, such as ratings or questionnaires. Explicit data usually has a specific range of one to five in the value of user interactions with items. The evaluation uses precision, recall, F1-score, and hit ratio using implicit data. The explicit data use RMSE and MAE evaluation techniques. The hit ratio evaluation uses a leave-one-out technique where every user who interacts with the last item becomes the testing data. Hit ratio (HR) is a recall-based metric, where HR does not pay attention to the hit position. In this research, data using implicit data, the evaluation carried out in this research uses precision, recall, F1-score, and hit ratio. The ROC curve is produced by calculating and plotting the true positive ratio (TPR) against a single classifier’s false-positive ratio (FPR). The Equations are shown in formulas 8 to 13 and the confusion matrix in figure 4. We can evaluate the result of neural collaborative filtering with sentence BERT.

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \]  
\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  
\[ \text{F1} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \]  
\[ \text{TPR} = \text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  
\[ \text{FPR} = 1 - \text{Specificity} = \frac{FP}{FP + TN} \]  
\[ \text{Hit Ratio} = \frac{\text{number of hits in test}}{\text{number of user}} \]  

In the evaluation using precision, recall, and ROC prediction, results of the model have a value of zero to one so that if the predictive value is more than 0.5, it would be labeled as one, while if the predicted value is less than 0.5 it would be labeled zero. An example of the results of prediction with the model is shown in Figure 5.
We can calculate precision, recall, and create a ROC graph based on this model. The results of precision, recall, and ROC is in Figure 6. The results show a good value where all precision and recall are above 90%. The lowest recall is on label one at 92%, and precision on label 0 is 93%. Figure 7 shows the results of the obtained confusion matrix, Figure 8 shows the results of the obtained precision-recall curve, and Figure 9 shows the ROC curve results obtained.

The comparison and analysis of the results of the Neural Collaborative Filtering with Sentence BERT (SBERT) recommendation model, the results obtained would be compared with the Neural Collaborative Filtering method. The Neural Collaborative model used only uses a user dataset that only sees the relationship between the user id, item id, and their interaction whether they read or not news. The first comparison was carried out to evaluate precision, recall, f1-score, and ROC score. Based on Table III, it can be seen that the comparison of a neural collaborative with neural collaborative using sentences BERT. The results show not much difference between the two methods using the precision, recall, and f1-score evaluation techniques. The addition of epochs in training only makes precision and recall a trade-off where if recall increases, precision would decrease and vice versa. So that in this study, only ten epochs were used in the study. The ROC curve also does not show much difference from the hybrid model compared to the Neural Collaborative. The Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) ROC results are shown in Figure 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Metric</th>
<th>Neural Collaborative</th>
<th>Neural Collaborative + S BERT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>95.90%</td>
<td>95.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
<td>92.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>99.21%</td>
<td>98.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>95.64%</td>
<td>95.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROC</td>
<td>98.00%</td>
<td>98.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the evaluation using the hit ratio on ten items. Each Neural Collaborative method and the hybrid neural collaborative method with BERT sentences were carried out with ten, thirty, and fifty epochs. The results of each method and epoch are shown in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Neural Collaborative</th>
<th>Neural Collaborative + S BERT + News Category</th>
<th>Neural Collaborative + News Category</th>
<th>Neural Collaborative + S BERT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. shows the hit ratio results of both neural collaborative and neural collaborative methods with sentences BERT. The results show that the neural collaborative method with the sentence BERT results better than the neural collaborative at epochs 30th and 50th. In the 30th epoch, the hit ratio value obtained in the neural method with the BERT sentence obtained a hit ratio value of ten items of 71%. The hit ratio value has not increased significantly from epoch 30th to epoch 50th because the hit ratio value produced is not much different. Meanwhile, increasing the number of epochs in the neural collaborative method did not increase the hit ratio obtained. NCF method that uses News Category shows an improvement for hit ratio, but the hit ratio result is still lower than Neural Collaborative Filtering with sentence BERT.

The results of neural collaborative filtering combined with sentences BERT and categories give a smaller hit ratio than neural collaborative filtering combined with sentences BERT alone. Categories can provide better recommendations to users, but the title and content of the news can provide much better recommendations because it is more detailed in sentence embedding. Each reader in the Microsoft News dataset reads many news categories with different amounts of each news category to affect the hit ratio.

So, it can be concluded that the hybrid neural collaborative method using sentences BERT can increase the hit ratio of ten items, and the use of news content in the form of news titles and news abstracts can improve the performance of the neural collaborative model. To prove it, there should be some topic relevance from users reading news on train data and test data. In this case, try to see the topic of words read by user-id U59901. The word cloud visualization is selected from an interaction with a value of one or an interaction between the user and the item, or the user has read the news id. In the train data, the user reads eleven news categories and nine news categories in the test data. The results of the visualization of the word cloud of the training data news title are shown in Figure 11, and the word cloud of the testing data news title is displayed on the testing data shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11 and Figure 12 have some similar words such as year, American, queen, and adoption, where some of the topics that appear in the train appear in the test data so that it shows a relationship between reading topics from training data or previous reading news with testing data or reading news that would be selected next.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study developed a hybrid recommender system model by combining neural collaborative filtering using BERT sentences. The pre-trained model in the BERT sentence used is paraphrase-mpnet-base-v2 because it has the highest average performance among other pre-trained models in the BERT sentence. Pre-trained is used to change the title and content of the news into a sentence embedding in the form of a sentence vector. So that the neural collaborative model would be developed into a hybrid model by combining neural
collaborative with content from news, namely news categories that are changed with encoder labels and sentence vectors from news titles and contents. This model would then be evaluated using precision, recall, ROC, and hit ratio. The evaluation of the neural collaborative with the sentence BERT was then compared to the neural collaborative method. The results show that the neural collaborative method using sentences BERT produces precision, recall, and ROC curve values that are not much different from neural collaborative. While the evaluation using the hit ratio on ten items resulted in a higher value than neural collaborative. In the thirtieth epoch, the hybrid method has a hit ratio value of 72% compared to neural collaborative with 63%. The fiftieth epoch also shows that the value of the hybrid method has a hit ratio value of 74% compared to neural collaborative, which gives a value of 61%.

Future research can be developed from several things, such as using different sentence embedding or using different pre-trained models from sentences BERT by considering performance and time. In this study, hyper-parameter tuning has not been carried out. So that in the following research it can perform hyperparameter tuning of PyTorch lightning such as the Ray library using the available dragonfly algorithm or other metaheuristic methods. The evaluation using precision and recall has given good results. Future research can also be fine-tune the precision-recall trade-off. Future research can also be applied to use datasets that read similar categories and do not read many categories because it will make sentence embedding more challenging to provide good recommendations with various reading topics.
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